The presses of the world are roaring — — — — — — — —
Fascism is on the march — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Fascist war and murder are being committed all over the world!
  Last week Austria
  Last week Spain
  Last week China
  Last week Lithuania

TODAY IS THE CRISIS!
TODAY WE ANSWER!
We shall crush fascism before it crushes us!
City College has a historic duty to the growth of our country — we shall not shirk the duty! The Student Council on Friday called for an emergency demonstration against Hitler aggression to be held on this Thursday, at 11.00.
The news spread like wildfire throughout the city. On Friday Hunter, Brooklyn, N.Y., Columbia also called for the Thursday stoppage. Saturday every A.S.U. chapter promised a demonstration. Today Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles — all give Hitler the same answer.
For three years we held dress rehearsals for wartime!
Thursday we shall put these rehearsals to a test!
This is how American Students act in an emergency!
This is the answer we gave to Fascist murderers!
Your sympathy is not enough — Every A.S.U. U'er or friend of the A.S.U. must attend the emergency meeting this afternoon at 3 P.M. in the front of the circulating library.
The A.S.U. was denied a room because of the anti-war demonstration on the campus Thursday.

We act for immediate objectives
I. Make the United States call a conference against Hitler aggression (it will break the Chamberlain govt.)
II. Pass the O'Connell Peace Act — Embargo Germany and Aid Spain
III. No recognition of Austrian Coup
IV. Defeat the Vinson Bill (Billion dollar naval bill)
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